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To the extremely loving children of the Avyakt Image, the mother and Father, BapDada, to those who are 
constantly full of all treasures and who give a drop of happiness to everyone through their happy faces, to 
all the brothers and sisters who have pure and positive thoughts for others, to my sisters and brothers, the 
instrument teachers, please accept love-filled remembrance from your unlimited family in Madhuban, your 
home. 
 

Hearing the sweet avyakt words of blessings and whilst filling and decorating yourselves with all powers, 
all of you must be flying with the intense effort of fulfilling BapDada’s pure thoughts and also be 
experiencing God’s blessings.  This time, from beloved Avyakt BapDada’s elevated versions filled with 
blessings, all of you must have experienced that Baba is now making us children full of all attainments and 
giving us the signal to become double-light angels through the concentration of the mind.  Together with 
that, the children of the supremely pure Father should become completely pure and hoist the flag of world 
revelation of the Father and donate the treasures they have received to all souls and become world 
benefactors.  Hearing such powerful inspirations, tell me, what enthusiasm do you feel in your heart?  Every 
morning, the sound I hear in my ears from Baba is: Child, the time for revelation is now coming close.  No 
corner of the world should be left out from receiving this message of God through which they would 
complain that you received so much and yet you didn’t tell them about it.  So, sweet BapDada has also put a 
stamp on this thought. 
 

Therefore, it is suggested that all of you right-hand serviceable children of Baba should get together and 
make a beautiful plan amongst yourselves so that this year no village of Bharat is left out from receiving the 
message.  In fact, last year, all of you held campaigns about everything and did very good service in many 
villages.  Nevertheless, only 2 to 3% of the souls of Bharat have received the message.  It is now suggested 
that each zone should now prepare a vehicle in which you can put up the exhibition pictures, and through 
the mikes, leaflets and video, enable the message to reach every village.  Each zone should have the aim that 
they should give the message to at least 900,000 souls.  When all the zones make such plans filled with 
enthusiasm, then, in a minimum of six months, at least ten million souls should be able to receive the 
message.  Baba says that this message should reach the ears of 33 million souls.  Together with that, not a 
single country in the world should be such that it doesn’t receive God’s message.  Oh messengers!  Now use 
your body, mind, wealth, time, breath and prosperity in a worthwhile way in this unlimited service and give 
everyone the message of God’s incarnation so that the work of establishment can be completed and we all 
can become avyakt angels and fly to the subtle region with Baba and open the gates to the land of 
liberation.  Tell me, Baba’s co-operative right hands, all of you also have this pure enthusiasm, do you not?  
So, make such plans and give Dadi the good news that you have started such service in your own zones.  We 
will definitely enable this message to reach all souls in this much time. 
 

Now, each one of you has the enthusiasm to celebrate a personal meeting with Avyakt BapDada and to fill 
your apron with all blessings and all powers.  All of you will of course come when it is your turn.  All of you 
are welcome with a big heart to the home of the greatest of all Baba.  This year, not a single child who has 
firm faith in the intellect should be deprived of having a meeting with Baba.  Each one should definitely 
come at least once during the whole season, no matter how large the numbers are.  Unlimited Baba’s lap is 
able to accommodate everyone.  So, since Baba has invoked all the children, and made 7 to 8 turns, the 
teachers should definitely give everyone this golden chance to come in their turn.  According to the drama, 
nature is also co-operating with water.  In spite of that water is still brought in the tankers.  Therefore, a 
request is definitely being made to all the brothers and sisters who come to only bring enough clothes for 4 
to 5 days so that you don’t have to wash them here and everyone is able to at least have the facility for 
bathing and drinking water.  All of you are Baba’s constantly co-operative and yogi, wise and sensible 
children.  Achcha. 
 

Lots of love and remembrance to all, 
 

B.K. Prakashmani 




